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Abstract   

In the study of gender representation and processing in bilinguals, two contrasting 

perspectives exist: integrated vs. the autonomous (Costa, Kovacic, Fedorenko, & Caramazza, 

2003). In the former, cross-linguistic interactions during the selection of grammatical gender 

values are expected; in the latter, they are not. To address this issue, authors have typically 

explored the cross-linguistic Gender Congruency Effect (GCE: a facilitation on the naming or 

translation of second language [L2] nouns when their first language [L1] translations are of 

the same gender, in comparison to those of a different gender). However, the literature 

suggests that this effect is sometimes difficult to observe and might vary as a function of 

variables such as the syntactic structure produced to translate or name the target (bare nouns 

vs. noun phrases), the phonological gender transparency of both languages (whether or not 

they have phonological gender cues associated with the ending letter [e.g., “–a” for feminine 

words and “–o” for masculine words in Romance languages]), the degree of L2 proficiency, 

and task requirements (naming vs. translation). The aim of the present quantitative meta-

analysis is to examine the robustness of the cross-linguistic GCE obtained during language 

production. It involves 25 experiments from 11 studies. The results support a bilingual 

gender-integrated view, in that they show a small but significant GC effect regardless of the 

variables mentioned above.  

Key words: bilingualism, gender representation and processing, gender congruency 

effect.   
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Introduction 

Grammatical gender is an abstract lexical-syntactic property of nouns present in every 

language that has a gender system (Schriefers & Jescheniak, 1999). A gender system 

classifies words according to different categories known as gender values (Corbett, 1991). 

For instance, in Spanish there are two gender values: feminine (e.g., ‘mesa’ [table]) and 

masculine (e.g., ‘abrigo’ [coat]). The main function of grammatical gender is to determine 

the agreement relations that take place between the gender value of a given noun and the 

other elements in speech (such as determiners and adjectives). To fulfil the requirements of 

agreement, these elements have to change morphologically or to modify their form. For 

example, in Spanish, because ‘abrigo’ (coat) is masculine, the phrase ‘the expensive coat’ 

would be translated as ‘El abrigo caro’, but conversely, if the referent were feminine, such as 

‘mesa’ (table), then the phrase would be translated as ‘La mesa cara’. As can be seen in these 

examples, the noun (‘abrigo’ or ‘mesa’) is the word that genuinely carries the gender 

information that determines the form of other elements. For this reason, gender is defined as 

an inherent characteristic of every noun. This has important implications for lexical 

processing, and therefore many authors have focused on how gender is represented in the 

lexicon and how it is selected during the processing of nouns from native and non-native 

languages (e.g., Cubelli, Lotto, Paolieri, Girelli, & Job, 2005; Miozzo, Costa, & Caramazza, 

2002; Sá-Leite, Fraga, & Comesaña, 2019; Schiller & Caramazza, 2003).  

In the present study we explore the representation and processing of grammatical 

gender during the production of nouns in bilinguals. To this end, we first address the models 

that have explicitly considered this lexical-syntactic feature in their formulations. We then 

introduce the main hypotheses about the organization of the bilingual grammatical gender 

system (the integrated vs. the autonomous view) and we survey the recent and current 

literature concerning the most prominent effect used to test them: the cross-linguistic gender 
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congruency effect (GCE). Based on the most notable theories and unanswered questions 

about grammatical gender representation, plus experimental results obtained with bilingual 

populations, we identify a group of variables that may have an impact on the effect, and 

hence also on the conclusions we can draw about the organization of the bilingual’s 

grammatical gender system. We therefore conduct a meta-analysis to explore the robustness 

of this effect as well as the role of such variables on its size. Results shed some light on the 

still controversial issues regarding the nature of grammatical gender representation, and more 

specifically on the peculiarities of bilingual gender representation and processing. 

Theoretical issues of grammatical gender representation and processing 

Only a few models of language production have overtly assessed the representation of 

grammatical gender. These have based their predictions on data obtained with presumably 

“monolingual” populations (since no information was given regarding the linguistic 

knowledge of participants concerning second or foreign languages). Two models constitute 

the main references in the area: WEAVER++ (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) and the 

Independent Network model (IN, Caramazza, 1997; Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997). 

WEAVER++ states that grammatical features are represented in a stratum called “lemma”, 

which includes the abstract syntactic representations of words and is located between the 

conceptual and the lexeme strata (the latter being where we can find the ortho-phonological 

form of words; see Figure 1). According to this model, lexical access initiates with the 

activation of a concept in the conceptual stratum and the subsequent spreading of a 

proportional part of this activation to all associated lemmas (e.g., the concept of TABLE 

would activate lemmas such as table, desk, bench). Lemmas compete, so that the lemma that 

reaches the highest degree of activation is selected. Consequently, every related grammatical 

feature, including grammatical gender, which is represented by a specific node (e.g., in 

Spanish, there would be a node for feminine gender value and a node for masculine gender 
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value) is also activated. In the case of Spanish, if ‘mesa’ (table) is the lemma to be processed, 

the feminine gender node will be activated. Critically, activation is not the same as selection, 

and the authors state that gender access only occurs if it is required for the task, i.e., only if 

grammatical gender is explicitly asked to be taken into consideration (e.g., pressing different 

buttons depending on the gender value of the target nouns) or if agreement must be fulfilled 

(Levelt, 2001). Hence, experimentally, this model predicts no gender effects during the 

production of bare nouns (BNs), when no other words need to be completely or 

morphologically adapted to the gender of the target noun at issue. For instance, in the 

previous example, feminine gender value would have been selected only if the speaker, 

instead of ‘mesa’, had produced a phrase such as ‘la mesa cara’ (the expensive table). On the 

other hand, the IN model assumes that phonological processing can be completely 

independent of syntactic processing, since the latter is sometimes dispensable for word 

production. According to this model, activation spreads outwards through three networks: a 

lexical-semantic network, a lexical-syntactic network, and two lexeme networks, the 

phonological one and the orthographic one (See Figure 2). During the production of a word, a 

selected lexical-semantic representation propagates activation in parallel towards the lexical-

syntactic and the Phonological (P) and Orthographic (O) lexeme networks. Importantly, 

because of this parallel activation, the selection of the lexeme node does not depend on the 

prior selection of its associated syntactic features (including grammatical gender). Lexical-

semantic to phonological processing can occur without grammatical gender being accessed. 

Similarly to the WEAVER++ model, this allows the rationale that gender will not be selected 

if agreement is not necessary.  

<INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE> 

<INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE> 
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Experimental studies conducted with a picture-word interference paradigm (PWIP) 

and native speakers of Germanic languages support this deeply syntactical view of 

grammatical gender representation. Within this paradigm, participants are asked to name a 

picture (the target) as fast as possible while ignoring a superimposed written noun (the 

distractor). They are instructed to use a noun phrase, usually formed by a definite determiner 

and a noun (NP; e.g., in Dutch, ‘de stoel’ [the chair]). Target and distractor can both be of the 

same gender value (e.g., in Dutch, ‘stoel’ [chair] and ‘kat’ [cat] are both of common gender) 

or of different gender values (e.g., common noun ‘stoel’ and neuter noun ‘huis’ [house]). 

What is systematically found with “monolingual” or native speakers of Germanic languages 

is a GCE by which naming latencies are shorter when the gender of the distractor and target 

nouns is congruent in comparison to incongruent pairs (e.g., Costa, Kovacic, Fedorenko, & 

Caramazza, 2003; Miozzo & Caramazza, 1999; Schiller & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers & 

Teruel, 2000; van Berkum, 1997). However, when participants are asked to name the pictures 

using BNs instead of  NPs (e.g., ‘stoel’ rather than ‘de stoel’) the authors fail to observe any 

signs of a GCE (e.g., Caramazza, Miozzo, Costa, Schiller, & Alario, 2001; La Heij, Mak, 

Sander, & Willeboorsde, 1998; Starreveld & La Heij, 2004). The absence of the effect with 

BNs has been interpreted not only as evidence in support of the assumptions of the 

abovementioned models regarding the need for an agreement context in order that a noun be 

selected, but also as evidence supporting a more extreme view. Specifically, Caramazza et al. 

(2001) argue that gender is not the subject of competitive processes here, in that it is an 

automatic consequence of lexical selection itself, and hence the observed effect is the result 

of competition at the level of the selection of definite articles (e.g., Costa, Kovacic, 

Fedorenko, & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers, 1993). 

Nevertheless, studies conducted with native speakers of Romance languages producing 

BNs have called the universality of these amendments into question, highlighting not the 
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syntactic but the lexical nature of grammatical gender. This is because gender effects in the 

form of a gender-incongruent effect (the opposite direction of a GCE, i.e., shorter naming times 

for incongruent pairs) have been found with Italian and Spanish participants (Cubelli et al., 

2005; Paolieri et al., 2010; Paolieri, Lotto, Leoncini, Cubelli, and Job, 2011; see however 

evidence for a classical GCE with European Portuguese native speakers; Sá-Leite, Oliveira, 

Soares, Carreiras, & Comesaña, 2017). The reason for these contrasting results with BNs 

between certain Germanic and Romance languages is not clear, but the degree of phonological 

gender transparency has been noted as a possible factor. This variable is related to the 

proportion of transparent nouns in a language. Transparent nouns are those in which we can 

find regularities in the ending letters in relation to gender (e.g., Harris, 1991; De Martino, 

Bracco, Postiglione, & Laudanna, 2017; Sá-Leite et al., 2017). For instance, in Spanish, Italian 

and Portuguese, the majority of masculine nouns tend to end in ‘-o’ and the majority of 

feminine nouns in ‘-a’ (e.g., in Spanish, ‘abrigo’ [masculine] and ‘mesa’ [feminine]). When 

masculine and feminine nouns end in other vowels or consonants that do not generally relate 

to a specific gender value, such as the feminine Spanish noun ‘torre’ (tower) or the masculine 

Spanish noun ‘enjambre’ (swarm), we call these opaque nouns. On the basis of the contrasting 

results between linguistic families, Cubelli et al. (2005) created a model that sought to link 

grammatical gender selection to nominal endings (i.e., to gender transparency), the Double-

Selection Model. On this view, the architecture of our linguistic system is universal, but the 

mechanisms that operate on it are constrained by the peculiarities of each language. Critically, 

syntactic information is an intrinsic part of the lexical representation of nouns. Therefore, at 

the lemma level a word is specified both semantically and syntactically with its own gender. 

For a language like Italian, it is assumed that both semantic and syntactic information have to 

be selected to access the morpho-phonological form of a noun. This is because of the complex 

morphological structure of Italian nouns: in this language grammatical gender and number 
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interact, since the morphological mark for plural depends on the grammatical gender value 

itself (e.g., ‘luna’ [moon] is feminine, and takes the morpheme ‘-e’ for plural, ‘lune’, but ‘libro’ 

[book] is masculine and so takes the morpheme ‘-i’ for plural, ‘libri’). Thus, it is argued, 

semantic information allows the stem selection of nouns, and grammatical properties are 

needed to access the correct nominal ending and the associated declensional class (i.e., without 

number and gender, speakers do not know the ending of a noun). When target and distractor 

appear on the screen, competition occurs between semantically similar words but also between 

words with similar syntactic characteristics (i.e., nouns of the same gender, originating a 

gender-incongruency effect). According to Cubelli et al. (2005), in the case of Germanic 

languages such as Dutch, because word form is not related to gender values (it is not a 

transparent language) there is no need for gender to be processed to access the morpho-

phonological form of the word, and thus no gender effects are observed. This model challenges 

the classic interaction proposed between the syntactic and the morpho-phonological strata, but 

in our opinion it seems somewhat limited in its predictions. First, there is a vast body of 

evidence supporting the singular-as-default hypothesis (Bock, 1995; Schriefers, Jescheniak, & 

Hantsch, 2002), that is, showing that singular acts as the default value for number. In other 

words, singular features are firstly activated and plural features are activated only when this is 

overtly required. According to Cubelli’s model, however, number and grammatical gender 

interact to select, for instance, the feminine singular vs. feminine plural nominal ending (‘-a’ 

vs. ‘-e’), even when a speaker’s intention is to produce a word in the singular. If the singular-

as-default hypothesis is right, this is debatable, as plural would not be taken into account in the 

first place. Second, Spanish and Portuguese have a much simpler gender structure in which 

transparency is not associated with morphemes but with phonological endings statistically 

related to gender (in Spanish, ‘-a’ is not a morpheme in ‘casa’). Also, number morphemes do 

not vary depending on the gender value of the noun, yet gender effects are observed. In this 
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sense, even for opaque nouns (in which nominal endings are not phonologically related to 

gender) gender effects have been found (Paolieri et al., 2011; Sá-Leite et al., 2017). Finally, 

the model fails to explain the gender congruent (and not incongruent) effect found with 

speakers of European Portuguese in that it argues for competition by similarity. In this sense, 

Duràn and Pillon (2011) recently formulated an activation-based model in which grammatical 

features, including gender nodes, would be located at the lemma level, but separately from the 

abstract lexical entries. These grammatical features would have direct connections with both 

the lexical entries (bidirectional connections) and with the morphological processes (forward-

unidirectional connections). Once again, however, according to this model morphological 

processes only receive activation from grammatical features, and thus gender values are 

necessary to select the morphological endings of nouns, which is highly debatable as ‘-a’ in 

‘casa’ (house) in Spanish and Portuguese is not a morpheme but merely a phonological cue for 

gender. Importantly, the gender-incongruency effect would not be predicted here, since 

competition does not occur by similarity. 

In sum, the true nature of gender as one of the most central elements in linguistic 

analysis is far from clear. Contrasting results between linguistic families continue to challenge 

universal views on grammatical gender processing during language production, and many 

essential questions, such as the competitive vs. automatic selection of grammatical gender, 

agreement-as-a-condition for gender processing, the abstract gender feature vs. determiner 

form selection at the root of the GCE, and the role of phonological gender transparency during 

gender access, have yet to be understood. 

Grammatical gender representation and processing in bilingual populations 

In the bilingual domain, the study of gender as a lexical property provides an excellent 

opportunity not only to provide evidence for the still unclear debate about the nature of its 
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representation, but also to examine the organization of grammatical features across 

languages. Although types of cross-language interference have been observed at different 

levels of processing (see Comesaña et al., 2015, 2018; Dijkstra, Miwa, Brummelhuis, 

Sappelli, & Baayen, 2010; Sá-Leite, Fraga, & Comesaña, 2019 for more detail; also Soares, 

Oliveira, Comesaña, & Costa, 2018; Soares et al., 2019, for evidence of interactions between 

lexical-syntactic levels), research at the lemma level, where gender is thought to be stored, is 

scarcer and more controversial than at the lexeme level (see Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005). 

Hence, over the last decade a number of studies have explored cross-language interactions at 

the grammatical level through the processing of grammatical gender, testing two conflicting 

perspectives on the structure of bilingual gender representation: the integrative vs. the 

autonomous view (Costa, Kovacic, Franck, & Caramazza, 2003; Klassen, 2016). Importantly, 

both views make their predictions on two assumptions: (1) that grammatical gender is an 

abstract feature subject to competition, not accessed automatically, as some authors have 

argued (Caramazza et al., 2001), and (2) that in line with one of the most influential models 

of bilingual language organization, the Revised Hierarchical Model (Kroll & Stewart, 1994), 

there is a direct connection between the two languages at the level of lexical representation 

(lemma). However, they differ in the organization of gender values across languages in the 

bilingual mind. According to the integrative view, bilinguals share the representation of 

grammatical gender values across languages in a unique integrated-gender system. Thus, the 

activation of a word and its gender value in a specific language affects the gender activation 

of its translation in the other language (see Figure 3). On the contrary, the autonomous view 

posits that each language has its own particular gender system. Hence, whether or not two 

translations share the same gender value is irrelevant for the organization of second language 

(L2) grammatical knowledge (see Figure 4). Simply put, because gender values are taken to 
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be independent across languages, the gender of a target word does not compete with the 

gender of its translation equivalent. 

<INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE> 

<INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE> 

To test the tenets of these two proposals, many authors have based their research on 

the so-called cross-linguistic GCE. This effect is usually obtained within a simple picture-

naming task in which participants have to name aloud a picture in their L2. The automatic 

activation of the first language (L1) translation equivalents of the L2 nouns that depict the 

pictures generates the classical gender-congruent and incongruent conditions depending on 

whether or not they share the same gender value. Therefore, conditions are created through 

the careful selection of homogeneric nouns (i.e., nouns that have the same gender values in 

both languages) and heterogeneric ones (i.e., nouns that have one gender value in one 

language and another gender in the other language). The GCE consists of faster responses to 

homogeneric target nouns than to heterogeneric ones. This effect has also been studied in 

forward translation tasks (i.e., participants are presented with an L1 noun on a screen and 

they have to translate it into the L2 as fast and accurately as possible) and even in 

comprehension through lexical decision tasks (i.e., participants are asked to decide whether 

or not a chain of letters is a real word in a given language; see Lemhöfer, Spalek, & 

Schriefers, 2008). 

The first study to examine the cross-linguistic GCE was Costa et al. (2003). The 

authors ran five L2 picture-naming experiments with highly proficient and native-like 

bilinguals, including different language pairs (i.e., Croatian-Italian, Spanish-Catalan, and 

Italian-French). Participants were asked to name pictures using an NP formed by a gender-

marked definite determiner and a noun (except for the third experiment, in which an adjective 
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following the noun was also included). In their first three experiments, they tested Croatian-

Italian bilinguals. Thus, pictures were named using Italian (L2) nouns whose translation 

could be homogeneric (e.g., ‘mela’ [feminine.] in Italian is ‘jabuka’ [feminine] in Croatian, 

‘apple’ in English) or heterogeneric (e.g., ‘pomodoro’ [masculine] in Italian is ‘rajcica’ 

[feminine] in Croatian, ‘tomato’ in English). In their fourth and fifth experiments, they tested 

whether the dissimilarity between gender systems modulated cross-linguistic effects. Thus, 

they replicated their first experiments with native-like Spanish-Catalan and Italian-French 

bilinguals, two language pairs that are far more similar than the ones featured in their 

previous experiments (e.g., whereas Italian, Spanish, Catalan, and French have feminine and 

masculine gender values, Croatian has a third: the neuter gender value). In all the 

experiments, monolingual speakers of L2s (Italian, Catalan, or French) were recruited as 

control groups. The results revealed that whereas no gender effects of GC were found with 

Croatian-Italian speakers, both the Spanish-Catalan and Italian-French bilinguals showed the 

effect. However, since the effect was also found with the monolingual control groups, its 

interpretation as evidence in support of a gender-integrated system was not possible (note that 

monolinguals should not show the GC effect because they did not activate any translation).  

Costa and colleagues explained their findings as either evidence against the 

integration of both gender systems or as support for the idea that grammatical gender is a 

feature that cannot be experimentally assessed, since it is not subject to competition. More 

specifically, if a unique gender system is shared across languages, their experiments should 

have shown gender effects according to activation-dependant models such as WEAVER++ or 

IN. First, because according to them the selection of a gender value is achieved by the build-

up of activation, which allows competition to take place, and second, because NPs were 

required to name the pictures and so agreement had to be fulfilled. Conversely, null effects 

were indeed expected according to an automatic gender-access perspective by which the 
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selection of a noun’s lexical node entails the automatic availability of the appropriate gender 

value for processing (e.g., Caramazza et al., 2001; Schiller and Caramazza, 2003). According 

to this perspective, gender effects are a consequence of competition when the determiner is 

selected. Because Croatian has no definite articles, the GC effect was absent. 

In any case, although Costa et al. (2003) considered their findings to be possible 

evidence for an autonomous view of bilingual gender representation or for an automatic 

selection of grammatical gender, many criticisms have been raised that have weakened such 

interpretations. On the one hand, some variables were not properly controlled, such as the 

phonological gender transparency of the L2 targets (i.e., the number of target nouns that had 

the typical gender ending letters) or the cognateness status of the translations (i.e., to what 

extent L1 translations were not only semantically but also phonologically and 

orthographically similar to the target L2 nouns; for example, ‘lemon’: limón [Spanish] and 

llimona [Catalonian] vs. ‘bed’: cama [Spanish] and llit [Catalonian]). On the other hand, the 

number of participants was too small in the first three experiments (10 per experiment), 

resulting in a possible lack of statistical power. Besides, the results might have been 

influenced by the considerable differences between the gender systems of Italian and 

Croatian, as well as by the native-like L2 proficiency of participants, a point we will return to 

below (see Lemhöfer et al., 2008, and Sá-Leite, Fraga, & Comesaña, 2019, for an overview). 

Several authors have replicated Costa et al.’s (2003) study by improving the 

experimental control and using different sets of stimuli, different pairs of languages, and late-

learner bilinguals of multiple degrees of proficiency. Although a GCE has been 

systematically observed in the majority of naming studies (Bordag, 2004; Bordag & 

Pechmann, 2007; Klassen, 2016; Morales, Paolieri, & Bajo, 2011; Lemhöfer et al., 2008; 

Manolescu & Jarema, 2015; Paolieri et al., 2010) and also forward translation tasks (from L1 

to L2: Manolescu & Jarema, 2015; Paolieri et al., 2010; Paolieri, Padilla, Koreneva, Morales, 
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& Macizo, 2019; Salamoura & Williams, 2007), there are likewise studies in which the effect 

has been harder to observe. On the one hand, significant differences between congruent and 

incongruent conditions were absent in the analysis of variance by items in many cases (e.g., 

Klassen, 2016; Lemhöfer et al., 2008; Paolieri et al., 2010, 2019). On the other hand, there is 

unless an interesting and well conducted study which completely failed to obtain the effect 

(Bordag and Pechmann; 2008). The authors conducted three forward translation experiments 

with Czech-German bilinguals of upper-intermediate to advanced proficiency. In their first 

two experiments, a condition featuring short (BNs) and long (NP: adjective SMALL or BIG 

+ noun) responses was included along with the GC conditions (gender-congruent and gender-

incongruent translations). In the second experiment, a new set of materials was used in which 

phonological gender transparency was manipulated as a third condition (1/3 of words were 

transparent, 1/3 opaque, and 1/3 irregular). No GCE was obtained in either of these 

experiments. However, in the second experiment transparent nouns were faster and more 

accurately translated than opaque and irregular nouns, although only in the long condition 

(NPs). The third experiment was conducted because in both the long and short conditions 

participants only had to translate the noun (i.e., the adjective they had to produce was 

determined by the size of a “dot” that appeared in front of the word). Consequently, the 

authors wanted to increase the probability of L1 gender retrieval including BNs but also 

complex NPs to translate (gender marked adjective + noun). Again, no effects were obtained 

except for the effect of phonological gender transparency for NPs in RTs. The authors 

interpreted this as evidence that gender in an L2 is computed each time it is needed through 

different pieces of relevant information, in this case through the phonological form of the 

word. We will assess this finding in more detail in the Discussion. See Table 1 section for 

more detail on these studies. 

< INSERT TABLE 1 > 
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Relevant factors for bilingual gender processing 

As stated in a theoretical review by Sá-Leite, Fraga, & Comesaña (2019), the cross-

linguistic GCE might be under the influence of certain relevant variables that may be 

increasing its slipperiness. Taking into consideration the bilingual studies reported above, the 

following factors should be highlighted: (1) the naming instruction (BNs vs. NPs), (2) the 

phonological gender transparency of the target language, (3) the L2 proficiency, and (4) the 

type of task. 

A careful review of the literature led us to believe that the first two points are closely 

related. Assuming that gender access is a competitive process in which gender nodes are 

involved, it may be the case that during the production of an NP, grammatical gender is 

indeed activated to a higher degree as a function of the agreement status between the definite 

article and the noun, in comparison to the production of a BN. Since it has to fulfil its main 

function of agreement, it is expected that gender will be activated to a higher level than when 

agreement is not necessary. The higher the activation of grammatical gender features, the 

higher the competition between translations and, as a consequence, the size of the GCE. 

Indeed, in the third experiment of Lemhöfer et al.’s study (2008) featuring a naming task with 

L2 Dutch participants, a tendency was observed by which the GCE was greater for NPs than 

for BNs. Similarly, Salamoura and Williams (2007), in a forward-translation task with L2 

German participants, failed to obtain the effect with BNs, but obtained it with NPs. In this 

sense, the variable “phrase type” might play a primary role in gender processing. 

Furthermore, the phonological gender transparency of the target language may influence this 

role. More specifically, the level of activation may also be higher the higher the 

phonologically gender transparency of a language, especially when it comes to BNs. 

Although insufficient studies are currently available to establish a well-grounded continuum 

from the most to the least transparent languages, it seems clear that in general, Romance 
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languages would fall on the more transparent side and Germanic languages would be closer 

to the opaque side (the picture is not so clear for Slavic languages, and further research is 

needed). For instance, in Italian, a number of studies have indicated that more than 90% of 

nouns ending in ‘-o’ and ‘-a’ are masculine and feminine, respectively (e.g., De Martino et 

al., 2017; Harris, 1991). In Spanish, almost 100% of nouns ending in ‘-o’ are masculine and 

96% of nouns ending in ‘-a’ are feminine (Harris, 1991). In European Portuguese, 77% of 

nouns ending in ‘-o’ are masculine, while approximately 95% of nouns ending in ‘-a’ are 

feminine, as can be seen in the Procura-PALavras lexical database (P-PAL, Soares et al., 

2014). Importantly, these simple phonological cues (‘-o’ and ‘-a’) are present in all kinds of 

inanimate nouns and also coincide with the morphological rules used for natural gender1 

(e.g., in Spanish, ‘chico’ [boy] and ‘chica’ [girl]). One Romance language that would 

probably fall nearer to the opaque side of the continuum is French, since phonological gender 

cues here are far less straightforward than in the case of the Romance languages described 

above (see Karmiloff-Smith, 1979). Indeed, due to specific phonological regularities, it has 

been systematically shown that native-speaking children of Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish 

rely heavily on the phonological form of nouns (‘-o’ and ‘-a’) to acquire grammatical gender 

(e.g., Bates, Devescovi, Pizzamiglio, D’Amico, & Hernandez, 1995; Corrêa, Augusto, & 

Castro, 2011; Pérez-Pereira, 1991). As expected, recent evidence is not so clear for French 

children (e.g., Boloh, Escudier, Royer, & Ibernon, 2011; Boloh & Ibernon, 2010; Boloh & 

Ibernon, 2013; Carroll, 1999). Transparency, thus seems to have a primary role in gender 

acquisition, which probably does not remove but partially diminishes the role of determiners 

                                                             

1 Natural gender specifies not only the grammatical gender of a noun but also the biological 

sex of the referent. It is semantic-related and its location and processing in the lexical system 

differ from that of the abstract grammatical gender. 
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and adjective inflections in gender awareness and assignation during childhood (De Martino 

et al., 2017). Hence, in general, nouns themselves prompt gender activation, and so it is 

highly probable that gender processing is more frequent in Romance languages because 

encounters with NPs (and morphological gender inflections in other kind of words such as 

adjectives) are not the only core mechanism for gender acquisition. However, some Germanic 

languages have been shown to be quite opaque. For instance, in German there are regularities 

on which gender assignation is based, yet there are many such regularities and these are 

restricted largely to derived nouns, building a complex system that does not seem to facilitate 

gender acquisition and processing in the same way that simple and extended regularities like 

nominal endings ‘-a’ and ‘-o’ do. The rules in fact involve forty-four semantic, phonological, 

pseudosuffix and suffix gender regularities on German nouns (Köpcke, 1982; Köpcke & 

Zubin, 1983; Zubin & Köpcke, 1984). Dutch is even more opaque than German, in that 

regularities are almost non-existent, especially for non-derived nouns (Unsworth, 2013). 

Interestingly, phonological gender transparency seems to have an impact on the age of 

acquisition of grammatical gender, since in the Romance languages mentioned above (but 

excluding French) it occurs at between 2 and 4 years of age (Kupisch, Müller, & Cantone, 

2002; Pérez-Pereira, 1991) whereas in German and Dutch it occurs between 4 and 6 years 

(Jansen, 2009; Van der Velde, 2003). Because of this, German and Dutch children rely 

strongly on the articles that precede and agree with nouns (most frequently, definite articles) 

as a means of being aware and acquiring grammatical gender (see Arnon & Ramscar, 2012). 

As actually shown in the “monolingual” literature, in which the classical GCE is only 

obtained with NPs in the case of Germanic languages’ speakers, we propose that this may 

contribute to a tendency for retrieving gender every time a definite article is present (see Sá-

Leite, Tomaz, Hernández-Cabrera, Fraga, & Comesaña, 2019). Because BNs have not 

usually been the main element used to retrieve a grammatical gender value, they might not 
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activate gender to the same extent as a NP does, and thus they would not elicit GCE (see La 

Heij et al., 1998). Consequently, although a theoretical consideration of the papers cited here 

show that the cross-linguistic GCE seems to be obtained regardless of the phrase type used to 

name the picture (see Table 1), we must at least contemplate the possibility of a general 

tendency in the direction of a greater GCE effect for bilinguals of Romance languages than 

for bilinguals of the Germanic ones when BNs are required. 

Regarding the possible modulations of the GCE due to participants’ L2 proficiency, it 

seems that the higher the L2 proficiency, the shorter the effect. Thus, for instance, Bordag 

and Pechmann (2007) explain a decrease in the size of the GCE in their third experiment as a 

function of the higher L2 proficiency of the participants. Strikingly, in the first three 

experiments from Costa et al.’s (2003) study, conducted with native-like bilinguals (who 

were also probably simultaneous bilinguals), no GCEs were found. Sá-Leite et al. (2019) 

address this issue through a consideration of several theoretical perspectives (e.g., Dell, 

Chang, & Griffin 1999; MacWhinney, 1997). The proposal that most satisfyingly fits the 

results from all the reviewed studies is the developmental Bilingual Interactive Activation 

model (BIA-d, Grainger, Midgley, & Holcomb, 2010). The BIA-d is an extension of the 

connectionist but also localist BIA model (Grainger & Dijkstra, 1992) that aims to explain L2 

lexical acquisition and processing. According to this model, both languages of a bilingual are 

always active to some degree, at least when it comes to late-learners. Thus, representations 

from the non-target language will be active along with the representations of the target 

language, and thus interaction between both languages will occur. However, the influence of 

the L1 (non-target language) on the L2 (target language) will be higher when the proficiency 

of the bilingual is lower, since during L2 acquisition direct form links between the L1 and 

their L2 translations are generated. Therefore, bilinguals will rely on the lemma features of 

the L1 to access L2 lexical entries until they are proficient enough to create their own L2 
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independent lemmas. Similarly, according to the most recent connectionist model of bilingual 

language production and comprehension, the Multilink model (Dijkstra et al., 2018), L2 

words representations in our lexicon have frequency-dependent resting levels of activation. 

More specifically, proficiency is closely related to the time of usage of a language, measured 

through both the age of acquisition of the L2 and its active use (e.g., daily use). Hence, 

different levels of L2 proficiency are related to different levels of frequency of L2 use and 

exposition to L2 vocabulary. Although no direct allusions are made to grammatical gender in 

the Multilink model, following its rationale, it is plausible to think that the strength of a link 

between an L2 noun and its grammatical gender value depends on the frequency of use of this 

noun along with the retrieval of its own gender value. 

Finally, the claim that there might be differences between tasks (naming vs. 

translation) was first made in Bordag and Pechmann (2008). They pointed out that task 

requirements might have been responsible for their null results. According to their 

explanation, the time course of the activation of the gender features in L1 and L2 in 

translation and picture-naming tasks differs. In naming tasks, the activation spreads in 

parallel, from the concept in common to both L1 and L2 lemmas, to the level of grammatical 

encoding. Therefore, at the same time as the L1 gender nodes are activated, those of L2 are 

activated too, and may compete for selection. In forward translation tasks, however, it is the 

L1 word form and its lemmas that are activated first; the activation then spreads to the lemma 

of the L2 translation equivalent (or to the concept, and later to the L2 lemma). Consequently, 

the L2 gender node becomes active after the activation of the L1 gender node. In any case, 

the GCE has been successfully observed in other studies featuring forward translation tasks, 

such as Manolescu and Jarema’s (2015) second experiment, Paolieri et al.’s (2010) third 

experiment, and Paolieri et al. (2019). Hence, the notion of the task being a modulatory 

variable of the GCE effect is highly debatable. 
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Purpose of the study 

Taking into consideration the literature reviewed thus far, many essential questions 

about the nature of grammatical gender representation and the extent to which the cross-

linguistic GCE is reliable remain unclear. Indeed, in spite of the null results observed in the 

Costa et al.´s study (2003), other recent studies have found evidence for the cross-linguistic 

GCE, giving support to the idea of a gender-integrated system (e.g., Klassen, 2016, Paolieri et 

al., 2010). However, the effect in these studies has sometimes not reached statistical 

significance in analyses of variance by items. Besides, there are many variables, such as task 

requirements (using BNs or NPs), the phonological gender transparency of the target 

language, L2 proficiency, and the type of task (naming or translation), that might modulate 

the effect. Importantly, observations made thus far in research on the GCE with bilinguals 

have been defined according to a qualitative and theoretical analysis and not to a quantitative 

one. This was precisely the aim of the present study, i.e., to examine the robustness of the 

GCE and to analyse quantitatively the role of those variables in the stability of the effect. 

This would shed light on still unsolved questions as to the nature of grammatical gender 

representation, as well as the organization of the bilingual grammatical gender system. 

Considering the findings of the reviewed studies, we expected the following results: 

(1) a small to moderately sized GCE that supports a gender-integrated perspective; (2) greater 

GCEs for bilinguals of transparent L2s in comparison to bilinguals of opaque L2s, especially 

for BNs; (3) a decrease in the size of the GCE as L2 proficiency rises, and (4) a greater GCE 

for naming tasks in comparison to translation tasks. 
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Method 

Literature Search 

A literature search was conducted on ERIC (Educational Resources Information 

Center), LLBA (Linguistics and Language Behaviour Abstracts), Psychology Database, 

PsycINFO, and Google Scholar. Dissertations were not considered. The search included the 

keywords ‘gender congruency’ and ‘bilingualism’ and yielded 362 results. After removing 

duplicates with RefWorks®, we individually screened all the articles and applied the 

following criteria for inclusion: (1) papers are on language production, in that the GC effect 

in comprehension is restricted to only three papers (Lemhöfer et al., 2008 – Experiment 1; 

Morales et al., 2016; Weber & Paris, 2004) and the cognitive processes involved in 

production and comprehension, although closely linked, are distinct (see Meyer, 2016); (2) 

studies explore the influence of the L1 on the L2 and not vice-versa – this because the study 

of how the acquisition of an L2 modifies the processing of the L1 (L2-L1) is based on 

different mechanisms and principles from those that analyse the influence in the opposite 

direction (L1-L2, see for instance, Lim & Christianson, 2013); (3) because many studies have 

found cross-linguistic interaction between an L3 and an L2 during language processing (e.g., 

Fung & Murphy, 2016; Williams & Hammarberg, 1998), the presence of any L3 might 

modulate the congruency status of the target, and thus the papers reviewed here test 

participants that are bilingual speakers of two gendered languages, with no information 

reported about a third language. 

After the application of the inclusion criteria, ten papers were retained as relevant 

(Bordag & Pechmann, 2007; Bordag & Pechmann, 2008; Costa et al., 2003; Klassen, 2016; 

Lemhöfer et al., 2008; Manolescu & Jarema, 2015; Morales et al., 2011; Paolieri et al., 2010; 

Paolieri et al., 2019; Salamoura & Williams, 2007). Citations from these studies were 
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inspected as an additional search, and thus one further study was included (Bordag, 2004). In 

total, 11 papers were carefully analysed. They most frequently featured participants that were 

late-learners of an L2 (except Costa et al., 2003), thus the conclusions here established must 

be restricted to bilingual populations that acquired their L2 after approximately the age of 10. 

Twenty-five experiments were considered and classified according to four different relevant 

variables, as a means of ensuring comparability in the analysis of the GC effect. First, we 

considered the naming instruction given to the participants (BNs vs. NPs). Second, we 

considered the phonological gender transparency of the target language (the L2). As specified 

in the previous section, we classified Italian and Spanish as transparent, and Dutch, French, 

and German as opaque. Czech was also classified as opaque, because although we can find 

some gender cues in this language, they are not as simple as ‘-o’ and ‘-a’ for both 

grammatical and natural gender. For example, inanimate nouns ending in a consonant tend to 

be masculine (but they can be feminine if their final consonant is soft or ambivalent), those 

ending in ‘-a’ and ‘-e’ tend to be feminine, and those ending in ‘-o’ or ‘-í’ are neuter. 

However, masculine animate nouns with natural gender can also end in ‘-a’. In addition, there 

are not only soft and ambivalent consonants to consider (see Naughton, 2006) but also seven 

cases in which the endings of nouns vary. We are aware that this classification is far from 

precise, and indeed we will return to this issue in the Discussion section. Finally, we divided 

the experiments according to the L2 proficiency of participants as reported by the authors 

(intermediate, intermediate to high proficient, high proficient to native-like) and according to 

the task (naming vs. forward translation tasks). In Table 1 we identify and describe these 

experiments.  

Meta-analytic Approach 

From the 25 experiments, we identified 41 comparisons of interest between gender-

congruent and gender-incongruent trials. Hedges’ g was computed as measure of effect size 
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for each comparison for which enough statistical information was available (see Section 1 of 

the Supplemental Materials for technical details on how g was calculated). When published 

information was not enough, we contacted the authors and requested the original data2. When 

we received no response, or when the original data from the authors were not available, we 

made a variety of different decisions, these described in the Supplemental Materials. Thus, in 

total we obtained 35 effect sizes from 22 experiments reported in 10 articles. We computed 

the effect size from the response time of gender incongruent minus gender congruent cases, 

that is, we obtained positive g’s when response was slower to gender-incongruent trials and 

negative g’s when the response was slower to gender-congruent trials. 

 Of note, effect sizes in a meta-analysis have to be independent, but several 

experiments provided two estimates from the same sample, one for BNs and another for NPs, 

and thus some of the effect sizes were correlated. To test the effect of the non-independence 

of the observations in our results, we conducted the meta-analyses twice, first with a standard 

approach that considers effect sizes as independent, and then with the robust variance 

estimation method, developed to take into account the correlation between observations 

(Hedges, Tipton, & Johnson, 2010). A brief description of how we computed both meta-

analyses is presented in Section 2 of the Supplemental Materials. The two methods yielded 

similar results, with only trivial differences that did not affect interpretation. Thus, we report 

here the results of the meta-analyses with independent observations, and for completeness we 

also provide a full report of the results with the correlated observations approach, in Section 3 

of the Supplemental Materials. 

                                                             

2 We thank Albert Costa†, Kristin Lemhöfer, and Daniela Paolieri for sharing their data. † 

deceased 
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Results 

 All the analyses were done in R (R Team, 2018). A series of meta-analyses to test the 

effect of gender congruency on response time and whether it was moderated by the proposed 

variables were conducted. For the full sample, the effect of gender congruency was small but 

significant, g = 0.24, SE = 0.04, 95% CI [0.16, 0.32], z = 6.24, p < .001 (see Figure 3). 

Heterogeneity was high, QE(34) = 190.27, p < .001, showing a large variability between 

effect sizes. Several moderators were tested to try to explain this variability, but none showed 

any difference. 

< INSERT FIGURE 5 > 

 First, we tested the effect of the naming instructions, BNs or NPs. Two experiments 

from Manolescu and Jarema (2015) were lost from our analysis because they reported the 

results of both conditions in a collapsed form (see the Supplemental Materials for details). 

Results showed no differences in the GC effect between BN, g = 0.23, SE = 0.05, 95% CI 

[0.13, 0.33] and NP, g = 0.21, SE = 0.05, 95% CI [0.11, 0.31], QM(1) = 0.10, p = .75. We also 

tested the effect of language transparency depending on whether the L2 of the participants 

was transparent or opaque. We found no differences between transparent languages, g = 0.20, 

SE = 0.06, 95% CI [0.08, 0.32], and opaque languages, g = 0.27, SE = 0.05, 95% CI [0.17, 

0.36], QM(1) = 0.66, p = .42 

Linguistic proficiency did not affect the results either, QM (2) = 5.04, p = .08, although 

effect sizes were numerically larger with the lowest proficiency level: for intermediate, g = 

0.43, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [0.21, 0.64], for intermediate to high proficiency, g = 0.17, SE = 

0.05, 95% CI [0.07, 0.27], and for high proficiency to native-like, g = 0.28, SE = 0.06, 95% 

CI [0.16, 0.40]. Finally, with respect to the task that participants completed, naming or 

translation, no significant differences were found between naming, g = 0.28, SE = 0.05, 95% 
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CI [0.18, 0.38], and translation, g = 0.19, SE = 0.06, 95% CI [0.08, 0.31], QM (1) = 1.19, p = 

.28. 
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Discussion 

The main aim of the present meta-analysis was to examine the nature of grammatical 

gender representation and processing in bilinguals. To this end, we examined the robustness 

of the cross-linguistic GCE and we analysed quantitatively the role of certain variables 

observed in the literature as apparently relevant in the stability of this effect. As expected, our 

meta-analysis provided systematic evidence of the cross-linguistic GCE. The effect, though, 

is small (g = 0.24) and shows considerable variability (QE(34) = 190.27, p < .001), which 

may explain why it is sometimes hard to observe and also why statistical significance is not 

reached in the analyses of variance by items in many cases (e.g., Klassen, 2016; Lemhöfer et 

al., 2008; Paolieri et al., 2010, 2019). Surprisingly, this variability does not seem to be 

consequence of the variables that we included in the analysis. The results, hence, go against 

the automatic gender-selection perspective (Caramazza et al., 2001) and support a 

competitive view between abstract grammatical gender. This because the GCE does exist and 

is found to be significant, even in the condition featuring BNs. As the variable “naming 

instructions” (BNs vs. NPs) did not interact with the gender congruency conditions 

(congruent vs. incongruent), we can conclude that it is found regardless of the production of a 

BN or an NP in bilinguals. In other words, gender effects are indeed observable through 

experimental assessment and, contrary to the main tenets of the WEAVER++ and IN models 

(Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997; Levelt et al., 1999), an agreement context is not mandatory to 

recover grammatical gender during bilingual lexical access. Thus, competition between 

different gender values at the lemma selection of BNs does indeed occur. In any case, this 

competition is not led by similarity, as the Double-Selection Model (Cubelli et al., 2005) 

suggests. The gender effects reported here were of congruency and not incongruency, even 

for studies with Italian or Spanish as L2. Having established this, the existence of a cross-

linguistic GCE supports an integrated view of the bilingual gender system, at least regarding 
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bilinguals who are late-learners of an L2. It seems, then, that both gender systems are merged 

into one and that the abstract gender values of both languages interact during the selection of 

L2 nouns (see Sá-Leite et al., 2019 for more detail).  

In this sense, contrary to our predictions, not only the naming instruction (BN vs. NP) 

but also the phonological gender transparency of the L2 and the interaction between both 

variables failed to modulate the effect. The peculiarities of L2 acquisition could be behind 

this result. More specifically, such peculiarities could effectively be changing the 

mechanisms by which grammatical gender is normally retrieved and processed when only the 

linguistic system comprises just one language. This is the case because, in comparison to 

monolingual speakers of opaque languages, gender might be a more salient characteristic in 

bilingual populations, being directly associated with nouns in opaque L2s. In particular, 

learning an L2 usually involves doing so in a classroom setting (which is definitely true for 

our participants, who generally learned their L2s at school or in language academies). In 

relation to this issue, it has been shown that language lessons tend to emphasize single 

vocabulary items and their characteristics (Doughty & Williams, 1998). Thus, with the 

exception of simultaneous bilinguals (i.e., those who acquire both languages at the same time, 

having two L1s rather than an L1 and an L2), when people learn an L2 not only will their 

focus be on the single vocabulary units themselves, but they will also be given a direct 

explanation about gender categories. Then, a conscious effort is made to associate single 

nouns to gender, despite the articles that precede them (see Arnon & Ramscar, 2012). This 

means that it is not surprising that the GCE is found with opaque languages in bilinguals 

producing BNs, in that they do not need to rely naturally on definite articles to be aware of 

gender values and acquire grammatical gender. Consequently, what would be expected 

because of the nature of the languages at issue (i.e., the GCE to be absent or weaker when 

bilinguals of opaque language/s produce BNs) is in fact not observed. Thus, if bilinguals of 
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opaque L2s are similarly attentive to nouns as native speakers of transparent languages are, 

they must be especially sensitive to phonological gender cues in the L2. In this sense, 

although Bordag and Pechmann (2008) failed to obtain the GCE with bilinguals of L2 

German in their forward translation tasks, they did find effects related to phonological gender 

transparency. More specifically, they found a faster retrieval of L2 nouns with a gender 

transparent ending, which indicates a computation of the gender value in which gender 

transparency is playing a key role. This means that (1) bilinguals are sensitive to those 

phonological cues in their L2; (2) gender is somehow being processed, but perhaps the degree 

of activation is not enough to reflect this competition through a GCE; and (3) there is a need 

to reconsider the interaction between the lexical and phonological stratums, looking in greater 

depth at similar proposals such as those of Cubelli et al. (2005) and Duràn and Pillon (2011). 

Unfortunately, the phonological gender transparency of L2 nouns was only included in the 

experimental design of Bordag and Pechmann’s studies (2007, 2008) and, hence, it should be 

taken into account in future research. 

A consideration of the results of the reviewed studies from a qualitative perspective 

suggests that the higher the proficiency the lower the size of the GCE (e.g., Costa et al.’s 

[2003] null results have been explained through nativelikeness). Modulations on the 

interaction between languages caused by proficiency are observed widely in bilingual studies 

(e.g., Grainger et al., 2010; Jackson, 2008). Following the tenets of the Multilink model 

(Dijkstra et al., 2018), it is plausible to think that modulations on the GCE due to L2 

proficiency would be expected in one way or another as a consequence of variations in the 

frequency of the use of nouns and their gender values. This would affect the strength of the 

links between nouns and their grammatical characteristics, and thus would have an impact on 

the size of the GCE. The absence of modulations of L2 proficiency in the GCE might be 

related to the fact that studies differed a great deal in terms of how they described 
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proficiency. In fact, this was especially obvious when it came to age of acquisition, as well as 

the years that participants had spent studying the L2 or the time they had been actively using 

the L2, variables that directly influence the frequency of use of nouns, and hence 

“proficiency” as it is conceived of in the Multilink model. For example, whereas in Bordag 

and Pechmann’s study (2008) intermediate to high-proficiency participants were 

characterised as those who started to learn the L2 after the age of 9 (maximum at the age of 

14), with an average of 10 years of acquisition, in Paolieri et al.’s (2010) study, high-

proficiency participants were described as those who had started to learn the L2 after the age 

of 18 and who had been using it for 3.3 years on average. Many seemingly contradictory 

definitions of high-proficiency in different studies can be found (e.g., Paolieri et al., 2019 vs. 

Salamoura & Williams, 2007). Also, there is an overall lack of objective tests to verify the L2 

proficiency of bilingual participants; the self-reported tests seen in many studies also differed 

in terms of the scale used (e.g., in Paolieri et al. 2010, a 10-point scale; Lemhöfer’s et al., 

2008, a 7-point scale). In sum, we should not rule out the possibility of proficiency 

influencing the GCE, as an imprecise classification of participants in terms of their 

comprehension and production skills in the L2 might explain the absence of significant 

interactions between the GCE and this variable. 

Finally, despite a qualitative appraisal of the literature leading to the tentative 

suggestion that the type of task (forward translation task vs. naming task) affected the GCE, 

our analysis failed to confirm this. A tentative explanation of these results can be made based 

on the variability found in the size of the effect. We might bear in mind here that Bordag and 

Pechmann (2008) were the first to suggest this. In their study, the GCE was absent in three 

forward-translation experiments and they explained these nulls results in terms of differences 

in the time-course of gender selection between naming and translation tasks, as we noted in 

the Introduction. However, other researchers have indeed found GCEs using forward-
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translation tasks (e.g., Manolescu & Jarema, 2015; Paolieri et al., 2010, 2019; Salamoura & 

Williams, 2007). Thus, the absence of GCEs in Bordag and Pechmann’s experiments might 

simply be the consequence of the slippery nature of the effect, which has a small size and a 

high variability that leads to difficulties in its observation (at least, behavioural observation), 

even in naming tasks (e.g., Costa et al., 2003; Klassen, 2016; Lemhöfer et al., 2008; Paolieri 

et al., 2010). 

We recognise, however, there are variables other than those considered in the present 

study which may be modulating the GCE, such as the state of cognateness between 

translations (see Lemhöfer et al., 2008) or the concreteness of the target nouns (see Paolieri et 

al., 2019). Further work is required here. Also, studies looking in greater detail at the 

phonological gender transparency of languages would make the development of a well-

grounded continuum possible, thus allowing for a more accurate characterisation (and hence 

division) of languages. Indeed, in the present study we lacked sufficient evidence on the 

proportion and characteristics of transparent nouns in languages such as French and Czech, 

and thus an unequivocal categorization was not possible. Although we opted to classify them 

as opaque, we think of transparency more as a continuum, and hence systematic research on 

the phonological gender transparency of languages would be of great help here. 
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Conclusions 

This meta-analysis has presented systematically collected evidence of a small-sized 

and highly-variable cross-linguistic GCE, which confirms its existence and also explains the 

difficulties in observing it. Evidence analysed here supports an integrated view of bilingual 

grammatical gender representation. In contrast to the tenets of WEAVER++ and the IN 

models (Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997; Levelt et al., 1999), the GCE is significant even when 

the target noun is not embedded in an agreement context, and thus abstract gender values are 

being selected and competing with each other during the lexical access of BNs in bilinguals. 

This competition, however, is not led by similarity as the Double-Selection model by Cubelli 

et al. (2005) suggests. No differences in the effect are obtained as a result of different naming 

instructions (BN vs. NP), phonological gender transparency of the L2, or task type (naming 

vs translation). The absence of the moderation of L2 proficiency in the GCE might not be 

reliable, in that this factor was extremely heterogeneous and sometimes imprecisely measured 

across studies. A better control of L2 proficiency and objective L2 testing is recommended. 

We encourage subsequent work on the GCE to focus on longitudinal studies or on studies 

involving different levels of L2 proficiency. Finally, because of the high variability and small 

size of the GCE observed in behavioural studies, electrophysiological techniques such as 

event related potentials might usefully be used. 
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Table 1 Description of the experiments conducted on the GC effect with bilingual population 

 

 

 

 Task 
Participants 

(n) 
L1 L2 

L1-L2 

Linguistic 

Family 

L2 

Transparency 

L2 Age of 

Acquisition 

(AoA) 

L2 

Proficiency 

GC Effect 

(BNs) 

GC Effect 

(NPs) 

Costa et al. (2003) – E1, E2, E3 N 10, 10, 10 Croatian Italian NR-R T Early learners 3 - Null 

Costa et al. (2003) – E4 N 48 Spanish Catalan R-R T Early learners 3 - Found 

Costa et al. (2003) – E5 N 10 Italian French R-R O Early learners 3 - Found 

Bordag (2004) – E1 N 18 German Czech NR-NR O 20yo 1 Found Found 

Bordag (2004) – E2 N 18 Czech German NR-NR O 14yo 2 Found Found 

Bordag & Pechmann (2007) – E1 N 18 Czech German NR-NR O 13.2yo 2 Found Found 

Bordag & Pechmann (2007) – E2 N 18 Czech German NR-NR O 12.4yo 2 Found Found 

Bordag & Pechmann (2007) – E3 N 18 Czech German NR-NR O 10.7yo 2 Found Found 

Lemhöfer et al. (2008) – E2 N 16 German  Dutch NR-NR O Late learners 3 Found(-) Found(-) 

Lemhöfer et al. (2008) – E3 N 22 German  Dutch NR-NR O Late learners 1 Found Found 

Paolieri et al. (2010) – E1 N 12 Italian Spanish R-R T 21.8yo 2 Found Found 

Paolieri et al. (2010) – E2 N 12 Italian Spanish R-R T 22.2yo 2 Found(-) - 

Morales et al. (2011) – E1 N 32 Italian Spanish R-R T Late learners 2 Found - 

Manolescu & Jarema (2015) – E1 N 27 Romanian French R-R O Early learners 3 Found Found 

Klassen (2016) N 17 Spanish German R-NR O Late learners 1 Found(-) Found(-) 

Salamoura & Williams (2007) T 18 Greek German NR-NR O 10yo 3 Null Found 

Bordag & Pechmann (2008) – E1 T 18 Czech German NR-NR O 12.4yo 2 Null Null 

Bordag & Pechmann (2008) – E2 T 18 Czech German NR-NR O 11.8yo 2 Null Null 

Bordag & Pechmann (2008) – E3 T 15 Czech German NR-NR O 12.7yo 2 Null Null 

Paolieri et al. (2010) – E3 T 12 Italian Spanish R-R T 24.7yo 2 Found Found 

Manolescu & Jarema (2015) – E3  T 27 Romanian French R-R O Early learners 3 Found Found 

Paolieri et al. (2019) – E1 T 54 Russian Spanish NR-R T 22yo 3 Found(-) Found(-) 

Paolieri et al. (2019) – E2 T 32 Italian Spanish R-R T 28.7yo 3 Found Found 
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Note. Task: N = Picture naming task, T = Forward translation task; L1-L2 Linguistic Family: R = Romance language; NR = Non-Romance 

language; L2 Transparency = T = Transparent; O = Opaque; L2 Age of Acquisition: yo = years old; When age is not specified the authors did not 

inform of the exact age of acquisition; L2 Proficiency: 1 = Low-Intermediate to upper intermediate; 2 = Intermediate to high proficient, 3 = 

Advanced/high proficient to nativelike; BNs = Bare nouns; NPs = Noun phrases; GC Effect (BNs) and GC Effect (NPs): Null = GC effect not 

obtained, Found = GC Effect obtained, Found(-) = GC effect obtained only in the analysis of variance by subjects, - = condition not tested. 
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Figure 1. Lexical network proposed by the WEAVER++ model consisting of nodes for 

lexical concepts, syntactic words and their properties, and morphemes, phonemes, and 

syllables. Grammatical Gender would be located at the Lemma stratum, along with other 

grammatical properties such as “lexical category” in the form of a node per grammatical 

gender value. Figure taken from Levelt, Roelofs, and Meyer (1999). 

Figure 2. Lexical network proposed by the Independent Network model. The scheme 

represents the Italian words ‘tavolo’ (table), ‘sedia’ (chair), and ‘tigre’ (tiger). Information 

flows in parallel from the semantic to the lexeme and syntactic networks, and then onto 

segmental information. Information also flows from the lexeme to the syntactic network. The 

figure is simplified and the O-Lexeme network is not presented here. Dotted lines represent 

weaker connections. Links within a network are inhibitory. Grammatical gender is located at 

the syntactic network. Since Italian is depicted here, two gender nodes are included: M for 

masculine and F for feminine. Other abbreviations are N, noun; V, verb; Adj, adjective; Cn, 

count noun, and Ms, mass noun. Figure taken from Caramazza and Miozzo (1997). 

Figure 3. Representation of the gender-integrated hypothesis for words of the same gender 

across languages (panel A) and those of different gender (panel B). ‘Jabuka’ and ‘mela’ 

mean “apple” in Croatian and Italian, respectively. ‘Rajcica’ and ‘pomodoro’ mean “tomato”. 

Gender features (feminine [fem] and masculine [masc]) are shared across languages. Figure 

reproduced from Costa, Kovacic, Franck, and Caramazza (2003) and taken from Sá-Leite, 

Fraga, and Comesaña (2019). 

Figure 4. Representation of the gender-autonomous hypothesis for words of the same gender 

across languages (panel A) and those of different gender (panel B). ‘Jabuka’ and ‘mela’ 

mean “apple” in Croatian and Italian, respectively. ‘Rajcica’ and ‘pomodoro’ mean “tomato”. 

Gender features (feminine [fem] and masculine [masc]) are independent for both languages. 
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Figure reproduced from Costa, Kovacic, Franck, and Caramazza (2003) and taken from Sá-

Leite, Fraga, and Comesaña (2019). 

Figure 5. Forest plot showing the effect sizes of gender congruency on response times for all 

the studies and the meta-analytic estimate. BN = Bare Nouns; NP = Noun Phrases.
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